
30 Minecraft Servers With The Best Minecraft Mods In 2022
 

Minecraft has a network of servers that you need to use to regulate multiplayer video games.

These servers offer you many invaluable issues in Minecraft. Minecraft Modded servers are a

kind of servers. Minecraft Modded servers allow their gamers to take pleasure in modified

experiences in Minecraft without altering the game shoppers. These servers at all times use

some sorts of server-side mods. However what are these servers, and what options have

they got in Minecraft? Let’s learn about it.
 

One of the best Minecraft Modded servers embrace Mineplex, one of the largest servers that

can allow you to build your dreamland in Minecraft; fashionable among Europeans for its

secured connection; PixelmonCraft, greatest for attaining pixelmon expertise and well-known

for its Pixelmon Reforged; and UniverseMC, one of the biggest enjoyable-related servers in

Minecraft. Other Modded servers embrace LunarMC, Hysteria V4, and many extra.
 

Completely different individual modes combine to type a mod pack. Minecraft Modded

servers consist of different modpacks with completely different gaming styles. Players can

trade, construct communities, raid, and grief, make groups, get pleasure from several

minigames, gain experience, make a singular financial system by incomes money in their

world, and much more. I will enlist the 30 best Minecraft Modded servers here.
 

Let’s get to know about these best-Modded servers in Minecraft.
 

30 Finest Minecraft Modded Servers
 

There are many Modded servers in Minecraft, and every server has its own guidelines,

communities, features, and gameplay style. This text comprises the thirty finest Minecraft

Modded servers with their functions, professionals, precious features, and other wanted

information. If you wish to find out about these greatest-Modded servers, this article is a

should-have read for you. Let’s gear up.
 

1. Mineplex
 

On the lookout for the most effective Minecraft server to join? Right here you go. Mineplex is

your server that helps you to do a vast array of things to make your sport even better.

Mineplex is the most important server in Minecraft that has FPS video games, painting,

Smash Bros, and lots of different things for you. It has made thousands and thousands of

gamers within a short time, and there seems no finish to it. It's a minigame server in

Minecraft.
 

There are actually great things about this server. It has an energetic workers on your

steerage, the most effective neighborhood to join, dedicated survival game modes, and

various way-outs to lessen your grief in Minecraft gameplay. Therefore, you can construct

your dreamland with the help of this Modded server.
 



Address: us.mineplex.com
 

2. PixelmonRealms
 

This server is past spectacular. It is a multiplayer Minecraft mode in which you'll be able to

see and use many pokemon in your gameplay. This server will assist you add pokemon

mode to your gameplay and get pleasure from and experience a world full of fantasies and

thrills.
 

You can even get a brand new model of Pixelmon that is regularly updating. It also adds a

number of new Pixelmon to its features. You may download and use this server without

spending a single penny on it.
 

Tackle: play.pixelmonrealms.com
 

3. UniverseMC
 

Minecraft added this modded server to its gameplay in 2016. UniverseMC has its links with

Mojang. This That Or The Other is without doubt one of the useful servers to know about in

Minecraft. A player can avail of the extraordinary features of this server in Minecraft.
 

The smartest thing about this server is its means to provide you with many fun-related issues

for your gameplay. It provides you tons of fun video games equivalent to Factions, prison,

skyblock, survival, and KitPvP.
 

Deal with: at.universemc.us
 

4. WarAccademy
 

This server is one of the top-rated Minecraft servers. It has completely different variations in

Minecraft. It is usually well-liked among its players. Additionally it is a pixelmon experience

Minecraft server that helps a player attain most expertise from its gameplay. A player can

even learn about other players’ experiences which have their title and fame within the

Minecraft gaming world.
 

Address: mc.waraccademy.com
 

5. PixelmonCraft
 

On the lookout for the right pixelmon expertise server in Minecraft? No worries.

PixelmonCraft is true around your corner. It's one other stunning creation of the gaming

world. A participant can get the very best pixelmon expertise with this server.
 

You can’t complete your checklist of one of the best-Modded servers in Minecraft with out

mentioning PixelmonCraft in your listing. It consists of many sport modes, and the perfect out
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of all gaming modes is Pixelmon Reforged. You can get the utmost Pixelmon expertise here

on this server. It ensures you maximum development and staff assets to achieve Pixelmon

experience.
 

Deal with: pixelmoncraft.com
 

6. Advanced Gaming
 

Need to get pleasure from a highly modified Minecraft expertise? Right here you've gotten

this server. Complicated gaming is a Minecraft Modded server that allows its players to get

pleasure from modified experiences in Minecraft without changing the game purchasers.

Presently, it is among the fully Modded Minecraft servers that include pleasant communities.
 

Complex gaming is growing its number of players at an exponential fee. The totally different

mudpacks that this server can assist are MC Eternal, FTP Revelation, Stoneblock 2, Venture

Ozone 3, and many others. A participant can select from the modes talked about above

depending upon its curiosity, feasibility, and want.
 

Address: play.mc-complicated.com
 

7. Purple Prison
 

How can somebody neglect not to mention this server when enlisting the perfect-Modded

servers in Minecraft? It is one of the widely used and performed Modded servers in

Minecraft. This server requires no modifications, in-sport shoppers. Instead, it has already

heavily modified plugins for its users.
 

Perhaps, the most effective mode it provides its players is OP Prison. OP Prison is a server

that has made on a prison-themed concept. Right here, a participant can surrender another

player and make his prison for a long duration.
 

Handle: purpleprison.net
 

8. Crafters Land
 

It is a good Modded server in Minecraft that offers you a variety of different recreation modes.

It also can support a number of mudpacks. These mudpacks embrace Pixelmon Reforged,

FTB Stoneblock, FTB Interactions, MC Eternal, GT Horizons, and many others. It consists of

twenty-one game modes in Minecraft.
 

It is a form of neighborhood-based server that lets you enjoy your self with its amazing

options. A player as soon as joined this server, and he will get addicted to it. It won’t be

simple to eliminate this addiction.
 

Deal with: modded.craftersland.internet



 

9. Dirtcraft
 

It's probably the most active servers in Minecraft that present its gamers with the best and

safe reference to the Minecraft outer world. Dirtcraft comes with various kinds of modes. It

will possibly support almost all of the popular sport modes in Minecraft.
 

This server has turn out to be a selection for European gamers. A player can get rewards in

this server depending upon its playtime, performance, dedication, and variety of lively hours.

Dirtcraft can assist RAD, FTB Interactions, Stoneblock, Glacial Awakening, and lots of

others.
 

Address: Dirtcraft. Gg
 

10. SCMowns
 

It's one of the best-Modded server in Minecraft that consists of dozens of a number of the

best Minecraft mods. It additionally consists of some personalized Minecraft modes. It is a

brand new server with quests, objects, a novel economy, a pleasant neighborhood, builds

challenges, PvP, and many other issues.
 

A player can also trade for video games and plenty of different useful items for its Minecraft

gameplay. It retains on updating all through your playtime. These updates will assist you

compete along with your enemies even higher than earlier. This server is best identified for

its latest and customized modpacks in this online gaming world. It may also handle many

server administration-related tasks.
 

Tackle: 45.35.63.82.25613
 

11. Poke-Smash
 

Want to explore the blocky world of Minecraft with among the best-modded servers? Here,

you may have the Poke-Smash server. You wouldn't need to overlook out on this helpful

modded server in Minecraft resulting from its advantages.
 

Poke-Smash is a Minecraft Modded server that provides unique things to its players. You'll

be able to trade, battle with different aggressive players, catch useful items for its world, and

train other players. Poke-Smash has added a few other things to it. This stuff embody player

battle tournaments, Pokemon gyms, and tons of different options.
 

Deal with: play.smashmc.com
 

12. Apollo Network
 

Want to remain up to date with the Minecraft gameplay? Apollo network is a Minecraft



modded server that keeps you up to date with its distinctive and newest content material.

Many of the gamers be part of this server to get the most recent updates to compete with the

other experienced players in their world.
 

Additionally it is a brand new server in the web gaming platform. You may as well get many

new options with this server. You'll be able to take pleasure in a lot of fun things here. There

aren't any strict rules for a player to comply with on this server.
 

Handle: play.apollonetwork.tk
 

13. The Omega Catastrophe
 

It is a type of servers that come with a number of modpacks. It remains to be in its

development phase. Minecraft has recently added this server to its stockpile. A participant

can get a number of benefits with this rising Modded server in Minecraft. It also has many

minigames and recreation modes for you, akin to survival, skyblock, and lots of others.
 

Address: play.omegadisaster.com
 

14. Brawl
 

Brawl is one of the highly ranked and most played Minecraft modded servers. If you wish to

enjoy the FPS modpacks in Minecraft, then this server is for you. Brawl is a fun-packed

server that allows you to make enjoyable, create your buildings, and make your world extra

attention-grabbing. You may as well play among the battle royale games right here. They

embody Fortnite $ PUBG.
 

Address: brawl.com
 

15. Wicked Shore
 

Want to find one of the best-Modded server in the online gaming world? Effectively, this

server is all that you simply might want to get one of the best-modded server in Minecraft.

Wicked Shore is without doubt one of the fastest-rising and original servers that encompass

an ever-evolving neighborhood in Minecraft. You will get your self immersed in this server.
 

This server consists of bandits, builders, raiders, adventures, and merchants. Trading is one

other valuable characteristic of this server. You possibly can assemble your creations,

traverse the huge landscapes, loot & kill different gamers, and trade items for better

gameplay.
 

Deal with: play.wickedshore.org
 

16. LunarMC
 



LunarMC is a Minecraft server that retains you updated throughout your Minecraft gameplay.

It gives a properly-balanced and pleasant group to affix, brings you the best experience

possible, and takes suggestions from all of its gamers. This feedback ultimately leads to a

constructive approach to enhance the downsides of this server. It's the precise server for

one’s gameplay.
 

Handle: play.lunarmc.org
 

17. Steve’s New Galaxy
 

Want to have probably the most updated and newest version of Modded servers in

Minecraft? Right here is your server. Steve’s New Galaxy is the latest server in Minecraft that

permits you to explore outer house with completely different builds.
 

You can even journey to the galaxies and explore them. These items will ultimately add to

your Minecraft expertise and enable you journey across the stars, moons, planets, and

asteroid belts. It is the perfect platform for a participant to journey around house.
 

Tackle: play.stevenewgalaxy.com
 

18. Histeria V4
 

It is one of the best Minecraft servers which have totally different and distinctive

characteristics. You may get rewards based in your performance in your gameplay. These

rewards will provide help to rank up and make you able to get the distinctive tools for

yourself. Like many other Minecraft severs, Histeria V4 additionally has several minigames

for you. These video games will assist you to develop a strong base in Minecraft.
 

Tackle: play.histeria.com
 

19. Blaze-Gaming
 

Different plugins embody Forge, Pixelmon, Reforged, Economy, Grief Prevention, and plenty

of extra. It additionally hosts various servers similar to skyblock, PvP, prison, Roleplay,

survival, and Modded. A player can discover tons of custom features, balanced jobs,

teamwork, unique neighborhood, and good associates right here.
 

You will get access to the unimaginable options for your gameplay if you're enjoying on this

Modded server. Blaze Gaming is one of the broadly performed Minecraft servers throughout

the globe.
 

Handle: msl.mc-blaze.com
 

20. Sky Kingdoms
 



It's a Minecraft Modded server that has many modpacks for you. Its modpacks include

Vanilla, Quake, Factions, Conceal and Search, and Bedwars. It additionally offers you a

multiplayer server list. Sky Kingdoms is a sequence of networks and is one in all the largest

Slovenian Minecraft servers.
 

The factor that makes this Modded server amazing is its several minigames in Minecraft. It's

an superior server that lets you earn money in Minecraft.
 

Tackle: skykingdoms.web
 

21. Project Marvel
 

Have you ever all set to discover a server with the nicest community ever? Here you've

gotten your map. Challenge Marvel is a Minecraft server. It has a tough-working workers

workforce and the nicest community ever. At the moment, it has survival and skyblock sport

modes for you.
 

You will get your self loved with the distinctive and customized plugins of this server. It

provides you a friendly environment and no rules to observe. So, do not miss out on this

useful Modded server in Minecraft.
 

Handle: play.projectwonder.internet
 

22. Piecraft MC Eternal
 

Do you discover it tough to get the best mod pack server in Minecraft? Right here you could

have this server to unravel your drawback. MC Eternal is a Modded server that provides you

with several modpacks on your enjoyment and leisure time. You're going to get tons of

thrilling adventures, Minecraft bosses, quests, combats, magic, and automation right here.
 

It is a form of agricultural farming modpacks extension. These modpacks embrace NPC-

pushed automation, temple-based modpacks, and tech trees. It has dungeons, dragons,

space shuttles, and plenty of other things.
 

Address: memenetwork.net
 

23. Shockbyte
 

It is a Minecraft Modded server that has a number of modpacks for all the players in

Minecraft. It may provide you with free setups for a number of other interesting games.

Shockbyte is a popular server with many modpacks equivalent to FTP, Bandwidth, NVMe

SSD storage, and many more.
 

It also gives you computerized updates, multicraft CP, full FTP access, devoted IP assist,

and information availability. It has friendly server access that's open for all gamers. A



participant can boost the performance of its sport with the assistance of this server.
 

Address: play.shockbyte.com
 

24. Select Your Legacy
 

Is the game getting boring for you? No worries. You've this wonderful server in Minecraft. It

options most expertise, unique content material, loads of competitions, balanced jobs, and

many more.
 

This server is for all those gamers who need to construct their world, dominate the opposite

gamers, and rule over the Minecraft world. It has a number of modpacks for you. You may

play many minigames as nicely. Nothing can cease your development when you've got this

server installed in your gameplay.
 

Address: play.chooseyourlegacy.com
 

25. Multiblock Madness
 

Are you uninterested in using the conventional modpacks out there? Try this distinctive and

well timed updated Modded server. It is a Minecraft server that has totally different and

unique modpacks for its customers. Multiblock Madness takes many challenges with its

modpacks.
 

This server is well-known for exploration, crafting, dimensions, processing totally different

metals, and plenty of other things. It offers new life experiences for the newcomers. It has

tons of Multiblock machines that do the whole lot. It's also possible to acquire lunar energy to

fight together with your enemies and kill the undead mobs and zombies on the market.
 

Tackle: multiblock.mym.li
 

26. Modded Nuclear Anarchy
 

This server exhibits a dual personality. Because the title signifies, Modded Nuclear Anarchy

is a Minecraft server with characteristics of each Anarchy and Modded servers in the

Minecraft world. It has different modpacks for you. A few of them are ICBM,

GALACTICRAFT, MEKANISM, and many others.
 

Here you may collect completely different sources, make associates and teams, travel to

house and the outer world, and automate various things on this server. It's a contemporary

modpack that provides you custom content. You can even safeguard your world with its

forcefields and other related options. So, this server is a should-have for you if you wish to

travel to outer space.
 

Address: plus.meme.network



 

27. CraftYourTown
 

Want to get an all-rounder server on your gameplay? Right here is your server, i.e.

CraftYourTown. You will find a number of personalized and balanced things on this server.

This server is a perfect amalgamation of a balanced financial system, customized

enchantments, custom mobs, useful resource pack, in-sport rewards, and plenty of related

issues.
 

Here a participant can attain most grades by its performance and expertise. You can find

tons of gamers shop to buy something you need and need for your Minecraft world. You can

also be a part of many stunning towns and get rid of your enemies with the distinctive

enchantments of this server.
 

Address: mc.craftyourtown.com
 

28. OPBlocks
 

It is certainly one of the highest-notch Minecraft servers that's finest recognized for its

distinctive features. The top quality of this server makes it fascinating among many gamers.

Active employees, distinctive content material, superior and skilled gamers, wonderful

community, and thoughts-blowing quality are some of the main parts of OPBlocks in

Minecraft.
 

You possibly can enjoy tons of custom enchantments with daily life challenges as effectively.

It permits you to build relationships to make your gameplay even better. You can marry

another player, mine a number of important gadgets in your world, combat with your

competitors, and kill different players as well. You may play it on survival and skyblock sport

modes as well.
 

Deal with: play.opblocks.com
 

29. DestinyMC
 

Do you want to get a server with different recreation modes? Here is your map. There are

several game modes you possibly can play in DestinyMC. Moreover having several game

modes, this server has a enjoyable-associated aspect too. Many of the gamers can get

distinctive and most expertise via this server. It also supplies you customized plugins, vigilant

staff, useful builds, and a powerful and friendly neighborhood.
 

With its exclusive builds, DestinyMC makes you able to turn into profitable throughout your

gameplay. You too can obtain your end targets right here. It should allow you to make your

personal residence and reside in these structures depending upon your will and desire.
 

Address: play.thedestinymc.com



 

30. Triton Community
 

It is one of the versatile Modded servers by far. It permits you loads of innovations and

experience gaining events. These things make this server a horny selection for gamers. It

has custom islands, a skyblock expertise, and varied missions and borders for you. It's one

of the best-modded server in your gameplay.


